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ABSTRACT 

A discussion of the Chew-Low conjecture applied.to reactions of 

0 
the..type Tr + p - ir + p + ii is given. The extrapolation technique and the 

so-called. 'physical- region-plot method" are discussed. These methods 

are then applied to a. sample of 1684 interactions of.the type Tr++ p 	1.+ +p .F .T O 

. and 411 interactions of the type ir
- 
 + p ir

- 
 + p + 0 i at 1,25.Bev/c incident 

pion momentum. In Section II, we present details of,.the way in which,this 

sample was obtained and processed. The 	physical-region plots for
Tr 

the Tr data, confirm the existence of the now i,ellestablished T = J = 1 

resonance.at 725± 25 Mev, On the other hand, the physical-region plot of 

the Tr data shows strong deviations from.the results expected on.the basis 

of this same resonance. 

Extrapolation results are presented in detail for seven different 

Ir-ir energy regions. The r and.i data (although very different.in the phys-

ical region) extrapolate.to the same ir-'rr cross-section. values for energy 

regions around the resonance,. This fact and.the general character of the 

r extrapolations indicate that.the. ' physical-region distortions should. be  

attributed.to final-state interactions. Although.the errors are large, the 

1T-Tr cross-section curve obtained, by extrapolation on the combined Tn 

sample, is. in full agreement with the existence of a Tn-in P-wave resonance 

at 725 ± 25 Mev. 
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DETERMINATION OF n- CROSS SECTIONS 
BY THE C.HEWLOW EXTRAPOLATION METHOD 

D. Duane Carmonytand Remy T. Van de Wallet 

Lawrence Radiation Laboratory 
,tJnivei'sityof Ca1ifornia 

Berkeley, California 

I. THE CHEW-LOWCONJECTURE 

During the past few years_mainlyu.nder:  the impulse of the dis-

persion- relation development—a considerable amount of study has been 

devoted, to detecting,the presence andthe location, of singularities in'. S-

matrices. in most cases' the existence and.the location of these singular-

ities was actually conjectured on.:the basis of plausibility.argumerits sup-

plied by 'perturbation.'calcnlations. using conventional field. theory; in. some 

special .iñstance's, proofs were given. 

.. Shgularities.in.the.. móthentum-transfer variables have been 

utilized.fo1 practical purposesfollowing a proposal by G. Chew, ' .to deter-

mine the piOn-nucleon coupling constant from either nucleon-nucleon 

scattering data 2  or photoproduction data. 	Using;the. same principles 

(actually, genral.izing them), Chew and. Low made a conjecture opening 

the possibility of determining cross sections on.targets not available in the 

laboratory; . Tié conJectue states that: 	 . 

Each S-matrix element corres.ponding.to  a definite number of 

particles (when.considered as a function of the independent invariants. of.the 

problem) has poles at points related to.the.masses..of..the single-particle 

states which can.occur as intermediate states between..two. subgroups of 

particle s'formed from the total group.  

. The residue of such an S-matrix pole is. given by.the product 

of two (dimensionally smaller) S-matrix. elements, éaçh of which connects 
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a subgroup.to  the intermediate particle.. These subrnat,rix elements can 

correspond to processes not realizable inthe laboratory. They now become 

'measurable by means of a residue evaluation of, the overall S-matrix 

elen-ient at the pole in question.. Since the poles discussed here lie in re-

gions of the variables that are not physically allowed, this residue evaluation 

is connected with extrapolation procedures. 

The Chew-Low conjecture, stated specifically with respect to,the 

poles in the momentum-transfer variable, has been used in an 

way, (1. e., by actually performing the extrapolations implied by it) by a 

number of physicists... Swanson, Gates, Jenkins, and,Kenney used it to 

determine total cross sections for the process y + n - i + p from their 

v. + d p + p  + TIT. data,. 5  Smith, Courant, Fowier, Kraybill, and Taft, in 

an effort to test the validity of the Chew-Low conjecture, analyzed their 

p + p - p.+ n + Tr data and were able -to reproduce average ,rtp cross 

sections.in.agreement with the 3/2,. 3/2 resonance. 6  Anderson,. Bang, 

Burke, Carmony, and Schmitz used the Chew-Low method to determine the 

iT-n cros.s sections from.their.single -1T
0

-production. data. 7-9 

Allthe se analyses. gene rally agree with the predictions of the 

Chew-Low conjecture but do not allow detailed conclusions for reasons that 

can.always be attributed.to.the large amount of statistics needed to make. 

the required extrapolations in a meaningful way. 

Specifically, when appliedto the reaction 

(1) 

the Chew-Low conjecture refers. to the diagram shown in Fig.. 1, where p 

is the four-momentum transfer to the proton,. and , is the total energy of 

the two final-state pions intheir own cm frame. In terms of laboratory 

quantities, these two.invariantsare.defined.as  
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p 2  2 MT = P -  IM - (M 2  + P2)2] 2 

and 	 (2) 

22 
(q2  + 	- T) 2  - (q2 - 2q P cos 0 	+ P 2 ), 

where T and PP  are respectively-the kinetic energyand. momentum of the 

recoiling proton. in the laboratory system,- M  is the proton.màss, q is the 

beam momentum, i is the pion mass, and 9lab  is the laboratory angle 

between the incident :Pion  and.the recoiling proton. 

According to the Chew-Low conjecture, the matrix element for 

process (1) has. a pole at p2. = - ii2 , with:a residue given by f- A(ø), 

where f is the rènormalized pion-nu -cleon coupling constant (f 2  z 0.08) and 

A: is thepionpion scattering amplitude. More precisely, and.in .terms 

of cross sections, -the statement says -that: 

	

2 2  --2 	--2 	2.. 	-2 	 -- - 	- 	, 	'f 	P/IL 	F( c) 	') 	 I 2 	- 
2 	- 22 	- 2 	-, ..p 	 .21i. 	(p -+}i  

2 	.22 	 - 	- 	- in which --a' a/8p 3
. 	

and a'- -respectively representthe differential 

cross section, for process (1) and-the total cross section forthe process 

- 	' 	- 	- 	 -- 	- 	(4) 

- 	 -2.2  and F(, ) -is a kinematical factor given by [c (w- /4 - 	} 	; .the other 

symbols have the- same meaning, as above. 	- 	- 

- 	A. straightforward. procedure for obtaining information-about the 

residue consists of fitting.the distribution 	- 

	

2 	 2 2,2 	Z 	.22 	a-cr 	-q -- 	G(p ' 	 +:-j..) 	
2 	-2 	- 

	

ap aw - 	F() 	f 

with a polynomial of.the form 8 	 - 	 - 

	

A0  + A 1  (1) 2  + 
2) 

 + A2  (p2  + 
2)2 

 + 	 (6) 

2 for each 	
region under consideration. 	- - 
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Then we have 

2 a( 	A. (7) 

It follows from relation. (3) that if only the pole term influences the physical 

region9  expression. (6) should reduce.to 
2 

A 	A 	
(p 2+) 	

'8 ,O 	0 	:2 

In other words,, underthese circumstances, distribution (5) considered as. 

a function of p 2  would be .fitted by a straight line going through the origin.. 

In general, hpwever, contributions due, to 'three- or more- pion intermediate 

states will tend .to destroy this behavior,  

Itheirmost general form, the.three-pion. contributions can be 

represented by the diagram shown in. Fig. Za, This is termed a. "branch-

cut" contribution, because it corresponds to a branch-cut singularity of the 

S-matrix lying on the re ,al p 2  axis, extending from -9 IJ to 00, 

A special example of these branch-cut contributions, is the final-

state interactions, schematically represented in Fig.. 2b,. Data influenced 

by the "branch-cut" require higher-order polynomial fits. 

To obtain data that a priori may be dominantly influenced by the 

pole contributior 'one should limit the .analysis to events-that arenear that 

pole, i, e., events, characterized by a lpw-.momentum transfer .to the proton. 

This limitation is also evident on direct physical grounds, as low-momentum-

transfer events are interactions where the incoming pion has collided with 

a large impact parameter,, i.e. , has most likely interacted with pions of 

the nucleon cloud, and not directly with the nucleon core. Furthermore, 

within the framework of pion- cloud.collisions, impact parameters larger than 

the Yukawa range of the.three-pion exchange processes will minimize con- 

tributions from.the branch cut. 	' , 
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The ChewLow.conjecture- applied to reaction (1) has also been 

frequently used .without actually performing -the extrapolations..implied. by it. 

• In this case 1  one, assumesthat relation. (3) is a .correct..representation..of-the 

0 	 2 	2 singl- it =production matrix element, not only at Lthe pole p = 	, but 

• also over.,the beginning of.the physical p 2  region. 
.10 

 The latter.assumption 

• can.thenbe exploited.inf two different, ways: It .can.be. used.to  de.rive.the 

• momentum spectrum of the recoil -protons by perfGrming. an  integration 

over 	(assuming a- certain a.(w2 ) ve.rsus, 2  dependence), or else it can 

• be used to make socalled.Uphys.ic.a1  region.cr.o.ss  .section?t  plots, of 

versus 	In.the latter procedure one. actually plots: 

2-.22 	2 ( 2 ) _ Zit 	q 	(p +) 	____ 

f 	E'() \p/)L 	 8P 

The:hexagonal brackets indicate.- an.av.erage c.verthe. region P ri in 	nax' 
2

i  
2 	2 min being a lower kinematical limit for p n the ca, . region under considera 

.tion, and p2 . -the value- of 	which limits. .the. .1owmomentum.transfèr max 	• 	.. 	. 	. 	.- 	 .. 	. 

region under investigation. The "physical region, plots" as des.cribed. above 

- are actually nothing more.than. special Qvalue plots. - The Chew-Low con 

,jecture now. serves, only - to relate the ordinate oLthese- Q-value .plots.to a 

- it-it...cross section. Inthis. pape.r we will discuss the application of the Chew- 

Low method.to a sample of single 1T production events obtained, by m.eans 

-- of a it beam of momentum 1.25 Bev/c. 
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II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS 

The pion-pioninteraction was investigated by means of the reac- 

tions 

±.. 	•±' 	'.O':. 	... 	 . . 	 f'. 	 ... 
11 +p-sii.+p+Tr 	 (10) 

at the Lawrence Radiation Laboratory by using the 72-in, hydrogen bubble 

chamber and a 1.25-Bev/c ii beam designed by Professor F. Crawford, Jr. 

The experiment consisted-of looking for.two-prong events, with a sto.pping 

secondary proton of < 60-cm range and. an  interaction point lying within a 

fiducial volume. 

As discussed in Section. I, the restriction to lowmomentum 

transfer events is indicated by the physical ideas underlying the. experiment. 

It further has the very useful.feature that for"these events a very large 

fraction, of the more frequent elastic events Tr + 	+ p can be eliminated 

from the sample by means of relatively crude scantable measurement of 

the range (R) of.the recoiling proton and the space angle 
0lab  	Figure 3, 

showing kinematical relations between 0 	and P for both the elastic and .lab 	p 
the single-n °  production, events, illustrates. this statement. 

To avoid, biases, we did not accept interactions associatedwith 

protons of less than 2.5mm range ( 95 Mev/c momentum).. The single-

scan.efficiency was 85%. The n film was scanned once; the iT film twice. 

Path lengths were determined by track counting on every'twentieth frame. 

Both the. Tr and TF path lengths were corrected for a 3% lepton contamination; 

the 1T path length was also corrected, for a 2% proton contamination. 

The beam momentum was calibrated.by comparing radii meas-

urements both of our beam tracks and also of previously obtained 1.03-Bev/c 

ir film.and by using the -K 	 11thresbold as a standard, 	The mean beam 

momentum in the middle of the chamber was found-to be 1255±6Mev/c. 
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ThekinematicaUy allowed 	region..for.-this incident beam momentum 

is shownlin Fig. 4.  

All candidate events were measured. onthe Franckenstein, a. 

high-precision, bubble-.chaiiTher film-measuring device. . They were geo-

metrically reconstructed with the help of the PANG computer programi and 

kinematically: interpreted with the aid of the KICK program... The KICK 

outputwas:then processed by a series, of programs of.the so-called 

EXAMIN type. Among other things,. these programs: make the: following 

tests: 

a.::.They.te.st whether.the errors on the. various important quan-

tities are within demandedtolerances, e.g. ,.the error on:the missing mass 

as. computed by KICK is.for a normal event of the order of rnI.lO.  An 

event with a computed e.rrorinthe missing mass several times.larger'than 

.:m/10. was consideredto be mismeasured and therefore was remeasured. 
Tr 

This allowed us to keep a meaningful separation between the re3ct.ions 

'0 	 0 	0 
r.+p-.,+p,r+p--'+p+ir,and.+p-+p+ir+ir:on.thebasis.of 

the missing. mass. .. 	 ..: 

b. The EXAMIN programs test whether.the measured beam 

momentum.is within 50 Mev/c ..of the nominal beam..momentum.. Although 

the calculation of the. histogram quantities 	and p2  isactually performed 

with the individually-fitted beam monienta, some restriction on the accepted 

• be3m momentais required for several reasons. . First,.. both :the. pole and 

the branch-cut distribution', depend on the beam momentum q, and when 

performing extrapolations, one..tacitly assumes..thatthis q is identical for 

all events.. Secon& one has to keep negligible any variations in corrections, 

• which were calculat.e& with the nominal beam momentum. 
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c, The .EXAMIN programs. test whether or not the reaction is 

an event of type (10) by using the missing mass and both the absolute.and 

the relative' magnitudes of the X 2 values for the elastic and the single-* ° -

production hypothesis. The,' 2  distribution of 1915 of our interactions 

identified as single-1T ° -production'ev.ents is shown in Fig. 5. This 

distribution is too wide,, with respect tothat expected for one degree of 

freedom, by a scale factor of about 1.5, This.implies that our.input' errors 

are too. small by a factor of '.TiT! . ' We rejected all events for which 

was below the 1% probability' level. 

In'.Fig. 6. we show a. representative issing-mass distribution 

based on 1500 of our inelastic interaction's. About 15% of these. inelastic 

events are multi-rr °  productions. . (As can be seen from Fig. 6, only a 

small fractionof the inelastic events' are ambiguous..)  

For the. accepted single-production events, the EXAMIN programs: 

a., . calculate.the invariantsw 2  and p'  

assign.àn escape-correction' factor (see below) 	' 

collect the events into two-dimensional G( 2 1p2 ) histograms 

[cf.' .Eq 	(5)j,.  

By escape:  corrections.we mean a weighing factor given to each.event be-

longing.to a specific w 2 -p 2  box, to compensate for the fact that a certain 

fraction. of the events belonging to that same box will not be "observed," 

as they are sooriented in the.chamber that the recoiling proton leaves the 

fiducial volume. These correction factors were computed by means 'of a 

computer program. (COR) in the following manner: 
 

For each histogram box 	or equivalently for each.'corre- 

sponding pair of values R, 
0lb  of the recoiling proton, an ensemble 'of 

potential interaction points was chosen.. These interaction points were 
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distributed rove.r.the fiducial volume -according .tothe .experirnentally..de.-

term-med beam-  distribution. At each of, these zinteraction.points, and in 

the known beam direction, a cone was constructed of side R and opening 

. For .R >20cm we.took into account-the proton. curvature. . The 

program:.then:.calculated what fraction, of the cone base. circumference .lies. 

outside the fiducial volume, and, averaging over .the ensemble of interaction 

points, deduced from this the total .fraction. of events of..this category which.. 

must hve -"escaped 1 ' from our sampling.. Table I shows a set .of co.rrection 

factors used for. our r film. Finally, a correction..was.made to those, 

histogram boxes that .ar..e not entirely allowed on kinematical grounds 

(i. e. ,....those intersected by.the curve shown in Fig.. 4) 	... 	 . . .... -. ... 

III.. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS' . 

Using the methods describe.d above,., we obtained a final 'sample 

of low-momentum-transfer event-s, with.a proton momentum .400 Mev/c 

(.;e.R .60 cm). . We collected 1684 events. of.the.type.  

+ 	+ 	.0 
. ••H..1T 	.+p-1r'+p+1T,' 	 -. 

and 411 events of.the- t.ype .. 	. 	- 	 . 	. 

- 	- 	0 
IT + P 	11 ± p +. iT  

In Fig.. 7 we show the physical-region plots for these two groups 

of data. The 	data confirm the existence of the previously .observed ir-ii- 

2 	2 	 10 resonance (or p.meson) at w.= 29'..m ,1.0  (or W 725±25 Mev). 	In a fore- 

going article, 	we gave 	angular distributions deduced from this same 

IT s.ample,.which.forms direct evidence that.the 725-Mev resonance -is a 

J = 1 (and hence T = 1) resonance. -. The .total cross-section resonance peak. 

has a height of roughly. 70% of the one expected on the basis of an elastic 

J =., 1 .r.eo.nance. . This, difference can be considered as. normal if one 
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realizes that,these cross sections are àctual1y'determinedoff the energy 

shell, and.that there could very well be some ,i,nelas'tic contributions at. ths 

energies. 	 . 	. 	 •" '. 	.,. ' 	.'• .....- 

Although suggestive in their 'st:ruct.ure,tiie ir.data ;show,. in the: 

smallness of the observed cross section, strong deviations from th:rE.sults 

that one would expect on the; basis of a J = 1 resonance at the .erergy in-

di,catedby the lr+,data.  

Recently an analogous experiment was done at this Laboratory 

an incident pion momentum of 1.03 Bev/c, resulting in asampl'e of mainly 

TIT+ p. - it + p +. ir °  data. ' 8-:.The physical-region :plos of this, experiment., 

showed a quasi-flat cr() curve of the order of 30 mb,. .i e.., gave also 

cross-section values smaller than the ones predicted for a J = 1 resonance. 

In Fig. 8 we showthe G(,'p 2 ).histograms of the combined 

data and the linear, extrapolations performed on them for six different 

regions. .. In Table II.we show the extrapolation results and the. X:.values 

for both linear and quadratic fits. . From this table, it can be seen that a. ..... 

linear fit is adequate for all histograms. The end of the physically allowed 

region is marked on each graph as an extended heavy 'line'on'the p 2 .axis. 

None of the linear fits.was constrained to stay positive in.the physical 

region. 

The iand.1r+  data were also extrapolated separately. In the .... 

resonance region (i, e. for 	20 rn 2 0), the 7r and 1T7 ;'data gave ex'- 	' 
Tr 

trapolated a 	values'in agreement with-each other within the erlror'lim'its. 

This is illustrated. in Fig. 9, which shows the . and Tr 7  extrapolations for 

the region ZZm o w 	26 m o ' Below the resonance region (outside. 

the influence of.the pole), the extrapolated ir ° ,'cross sections  kept more.- . ... 

the character, of the physical region, i. e. , tended-to be somewhat.'smaller' 
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than the corresponding Ir+ •0 values.. Figure 9 also shows another general 

feature of.the iTt and. iT extrapolation curves: The ff linear fit cuts the p 2  

axis near the origin, indicating a. dominance, of the pole term in.the physical 

region, while the rr.fitted line has, a much larger p 2 . intercept, thusin-

dicating a much stronger c.ontribution of the branch cut..in the physical 

region.. These conclusions agree .with the experimental results mentioned 

above. 
7,8  They.also support the interpretation.that our ii data distortions 

are due .to final-state interactions. In spite of .this.. stronger branch-cut 

contribution, the ir data remain fitted by a straight line. . . This can be under-

stood in terms of the fact .that the branch cut contributes mainly through its 

interference with the pole term. On the other hand,.. statistical limitations 

make the detection. of small quadratic terms impossible. 

The a() curve obtained through extrapolation of the combined 

ir.data.is  shown in Fig.. .10.. As.for.the physical-region plots, a.12 iT K 2  

curve is given to show the compatibility with the existence of a J = 1 re.s-

onance.. The cross sections obtained, .although 

are in complete agreement with the physical-region plots obtained by other 

authors '°  as well as our own (Fig. 7ã). 

The results given here support the general validity of the Chew-

Low technique. They illustrate the strong statistical requirements to which 

a meaningful application of Ahis technique  -is subjected; they also show that 

pole effects seen in the physical region are confirmed, by extrapolation, as 

required.. The reverse, however, is not necessar.ily:true: pole contributions 

obtained correctly through extrapolations can be washed out in the physical 

region by contributions other.than those of poles. Extrapolation results are 

therefore.to be used in parallel with physical-region plots.. Physical- 

region plots, which require less statistic s.than do extrapolations in order 
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to be meaningful, are more useful therefore in detecting the location, width, 

etc of the eventual resonance. Extrapolationresults then give additional 

weight to these conclusions and provide the ultimate proof that the pro- 	 * 

duction process was indeed a peripheral one. 
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Table I. 	Escape correctignfactors,(,T+). 

(me) 
2 p..(m 2 

.1o) 

.1.2.. .3 4. 5 .6. .7 8 

7 1003 	1018 1043 1.127 1361 - - - 

11 1.001 	.1.013 1.040 . 	1.109 1.430  

15 1.000 	1.011 1 038 1 114 1.311 1.616 - - 

211....—. 1.007 1.032 1.089 1.171 1.509 - - 

25 - 	 .1.004 1.003 1.069 1.1.38 1.284 1.781 - 

29 	. . 1.055 1.097 1.191 .1,385 

31  .1.100 1.154 1.287 . 	 1.677 

35 	. - 	 ,. 0 - 

. 1.150 1.232 . 	1,343 

0 _) 	 . 
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dy 

Table IL. Etrapolationeuit 	. . 

region 	Type of 	 .. 	 . 	Degrees of Probability,  
2 . 	 . 

(m o) 	fit 	 a 	 - 	freedom - 	level (/0) 
iT 	 .. 	 1T1T. 	 TnT 

	

6 to 10 	linear 	 27 	8 	46 	4 	 34 
quadratic 	19 	28 	45 	3 	 21 

10 to 14 linear 	.. . 	 38 . 	 7 6.2 . 	 5 	,... 29 
quadratic 58 23 53 4 26 

14 to 18 linear .39 8 12 	. . 	 5 67 
quadratic 	

. 

42 26 12 4 52 

18 to 22. linear 51 13 119 9 13 
quadratic - 	 129 46 108 8 22 

22 to 26 'linear 92 	..... 33 2- 6 6 86 
quadratic 313 188 1.2 5 95 

26 to 30 linear 161 57 10 6 80 
quadratic 616 336 1.3 . 5 93 

30 to 34 linear -153 181 09 4 92 
quadratic -2000 2000 LO 3 80 
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• 	. . 
	 Figure Legends 

Fig. 1. Pole diagram for the single-pion production process. 

Fig. 2. (a) General branch-cut diagram and (b) final-state interaction 

diagram for.the single-pion production process. 

Fig. 3. Kinematics at 1255 Mev/c. Curve (a) shows the relationship 

between the laboratory space angle and momentum of the proton 

in. the elastic reaction Tr + p - iT + p. Curve (b) bounds the 

allowed region for the .reaction ii + p - p + it + Tr 
0• 
 Curve (c) 

shows the relationship between 6 lab 	p 
and P fôr,the reaction 

iT + p - p + p, where the mass of the p is .725 Mev. 

Fig. 4. Kinematically allowed region, p 2  vs W , for an incident beam 

momentum of 1255 Mev/c. 

Fig. 5. The x2 distribution for 1915 single-ir ° -production events. 

Fig. 6. Missing-mass distribution.for 1500 inelastic events 

Fig. 7. (a) The total pion-piôn cross section determinedin the physical 

+ 
region from the reaction ii + p -b p + it + + 

0
as a function of 

the square of the di-pion total energy [Eq. (9)]. 

(b) The total pion-pion cross section determined in the physical 

region.from the reaction ir + p - p + it + Tr as a function. of 

the square of the di-pion total energy [Eq.. (9)]. 

Fig. 8. Extrapolation.plots and least-squares fitted curves for the combined. 

H- 	 + 	0 	- 	. 	•• 	- 	0 
data, it +p-*p+ir +ir and.rr +p-'p.+iT +Tr 

Fig. 9. Comparison, of the Tr and ir extrapolation plots and fitted curves 

2 	 2 	 / 
in the region ,, = (22 to 26) m 

• Fig. 10. . The total elastic pion..pion cross section determined by 

extrapolation as a function of the square of the di-pion.total 

ene rgy 
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This report was prepared as an account of Government 
sponsoredwork. Neither the United States, nor the Com-
mission, nor any person acting on behalf of the Commission: 

Makes any warranty or representation, expressed or 
implied, with respect to the accuracy, completeness, 
or usefulness of the information contained in this 
report, or that the use of any information, appa-
ratus, method, or process disclosed in this report 
may not infringe privately owned rights; or 

Assumes any liabilities with respect to the use of, 
or for damages resulting from the use of any infor-
mation, apparatus, method, or process disclosed in 
this report. 

As used in the above, "person acting on behalf of the 
Commission" includes any employee or contractor of the Corn-
mission, or employee of such contractor, to the extent that 
such employee or contractor of the Commission, or employee 
of such contractor prepares, disseminates, or provides access 
to, any information pursuant to his employment or contract 
with the Commission, or his employment with such contractor. 
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